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ABSTRACT
As data collection systems become more complex and pervasive,
ensuring transparency and accountability in the acquisition and
use of personal data becomes increasingly critical. This work inves-
tigates the use of knowledge graphs as a solution to this problem,
emphasizing their capacity to represent and enforce privacy laws
in a decentralized setting. Knowledge graphs provide full privacy
management and can be applied also to decentralized systems by
providing a consistent representation of data and privacy policies.
We specifically discuss how knowledge graphs can be used to track
consent management and data retention policies; we also present
a case study of our framework in action, demonstrating how it
can be used to ensure transparency in an increasingly popular de-
centralized data collection system. The implementation of such a
framework in a decentralized context shows that the use of knowl-
edge graphs can provide a transparent and accountable view of
the data collection process, improving trust and confidence in the
system among both data subjects and regulators.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Privacy-preserving protocols; Digi-
tal rights management; Access control.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the introduction of smart devices and the progress in
terms of connectivity, cities are always more interconnected offer-
ing valuable services to the citizens that use them for improving
their life. Devices collect valuable data and process them in order to
provide them as input to Machine Learning (ML) models, which are
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able to handle route optimization, parking, street lights, accident
prevention/detection, and other services. An increasing number
of cities leverage these models and data to create the so-called
smart transportation [18], able to reduce congestion and increase
the satisfaction of their citizens.

In some cases, these data also collect personal information, which
may introduce a lack of privacy for citizens, increasing the risk of
re-identification if a strong security mechanism is not considered in
the design phase. General Data Protection Regulametation (GDPR)
defines the principles to be considered when designing a system; a
technique, that is usually used in big data collection context, and
able to comply with GDPR is the data anonymization [12], which
leverages randomization and generalization to decrease the linka-
bility of information. These techniques in some cases completely
remove the connection existing between data and users, making
it difficult to be applied in a context where a strong connection
is requested. Moreover, despite data produced by sensors in these
contexts being typically anonymized, they are sometimes stored in
centralized and siloed systems where access is reserved for autho-
rized users. The disadvantages of this approach are huge, a complex
database is sometimes put in place causing relationships between
data to require huge power computation and interaction with tens
of tables.

With the advent of blockchain and more in general of decentral-
ization, data are moving away from centralized servers in order to
increase the level of privacy. Multiple works have been done adopt-
ing different technologies, and some applications of blockchain
within the medical context can be found in [16]. An emerging
technology aiming at decentralizing the Internet giving the users
possibility to self-host their data is characterized by Solid ecosys-
tem [10] which leverages the concept of Knowledge Graphs (KGs)
for representing data. In such a scenario needs for anonymization
is in part reduced since users can decide whether share or not to
share collected data. The usage of KGs [8] is simplifying the life of
the data analyst thanks to a more flexible representation of data;
differently from the database, in KGs, nodes represent entities while
edges represent binary relations between those entities. Solid lever-
ages ontologies also for handling with authorization adopting two
mechanisms based on Access Control List (ACL) ontologies; an
example is depicted in the Listing 1.

A typical user can decide which are applications (domains) au-
thorized to perform actions on stored data. This representation is
an example that demonstrates KGs are not limited to data repre-
sentation but, thanks to their flexibility, can be used for the rep-
resentation of multiple concepts. Another example of adoption is
characterized by vulnerability [14], where an automated tool for
the analysis is proposed on the basis of KGs. KGs can be used for
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representing both data and concepts; data querying and re-use is
difficult if considering them in correlation with privacy policies.
For ex., a citizen may want the municipality to collect his data on
traffic but not those related to the number of times he takes the
bus.

Listing 1: ACL policies defined by Solid
@prefix acl: <http://www.w3.org/ns/auth/acl#>.

:me
acl:trustedApp

[
acl:mode acl:Append, acl:Control, acl:

↩→ Read, acl:Write;
acl:origin <https://unisa.it>

].

In this paper, we will explore the key components and method-
ologies involved in integrating KGs into privacy policy represen-
tation. We will discuss the challenges and opportunities in devel-
oping knowledge graph-based privacy management frameworks
and examine existing research and practical implementations in
this domain. These graphs enable fine-grained control over data
access where Solid is already applying a KGs-based system. We will
consider such an implementation as an enabler for our solution,
demonstrating how ACL and privacy policies can be merged in or-
der to create a unique graph. Additionally, we will address potential
limitations and future directions to further improve the efficacy of
privacy policies enforced through KGs. The introduction of this
technology in the smart city context can be a starting point for
improving data management while considering the always more in-
creasing complexity of privacy policies. The document is structured
into five sections:

• The second section discusses other works in this field, with a
particular focus on the usage of KGs in the context of smart
cities and privacy policies representation;

• The third section introduces the architecture and design
of our system considering all the components needed for
implementing a decentralized solution for privacy policies
representation;

• The fourth section discusses a possible integration within
the Solid ecosystem;

• In the last section conclusions and future development are
discussed;

2 STATE OF THE ART
The increasing number of data-collecting applications can be a
threat if privacy and security concerns are not taken into consider-
ation during the design phase. In addition, some applications read
sensible information whose consensus to the acquisition of user
data must be taken into account in adherence to GDPR principles.
Different research has been conducted in this context, in order
to apply some techniques able to manage users’ consensus in a
transparent and updatable way.

KGs are a graph-based knowledge representation model that
captures entities, relationships, and attributes in a structured and

interconnected manner. It provides a flexible framework for or-
ganizing and representing complex knowledge, allowing for the
integration of heterogeneous data from diverse sources. KGs excel
at capturing the richness and complexity of real-world information
and establishing meaningful connections between different pieces
of data.

A study conducted by Zou [19] highlights the possible usage of
KGs, among them is particularly interesting the application in a
cyber security context, where detection of cyber security events
can be done using the inherent knowledge reasoning ability of KG.
On the same line, Yang et al. [17] leverage KGs for representing rel-
evance between objects and image privacy creating a graph-based
neural network; confirming how KGs can be used for representing
abstract or concrete concepts in a really dense scenario such as the
artificial intelligence one. Sharma and Bhatt [15] investigate the
usage of KGs within the context of healthcare applications as an
enabler for privacy-preserving. They make a connection between
disease and symptoms and between patients and symptoms in order
to help the doctor to make a decision. Moreover, it anonymizes the
patients’ data by changing the label associated with nodes making
such graphs available for ML models without restriction on privacy.

All these works can be considered as an extension of our pro-
posal, namely something that can be built upon our solution. The
main focus is to build a KG able to represent privacy policies while
capturing users’ data.

A starting point for the resolution of our problem has been fixed
by Cui et al. [3], who propose a framework for automatically cap-
turing privacy policy from relations between different parts of text
despite the challenges coming from Natural Language Processing
(NLP). Such a framework produces KGs able to represent privacy
policies and their dependencies. Considering this work at the bot-
tom of our solution can represent an automated system where
policies are directly represented as KGs and users need only to
accept them.

It is possible to increase the reuse of KG: ontologies provide
a formal and standardized way to define concepts, relationships,
and constraints within a specific domain. Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [11] is the most widely known language used to describe the
semantics of data and enable precise reasoning over it. Ontologies
play a crucial role in enhancing data interoperability and ensuring
semantic consistency across different knowledge sources. Within
smart cities, multiple ontologies have been proposed during the last
years, whose applications have been analyzed by De Nicola et al.
[4] which highlights more than 100 works in this field, confirming
how the adoption of these ontologies could be a resolution for the
interoperability for a high heterogenous system such smart city one.
An interesting ontology, encoded in OWL, for the representation
of privacy policies, has been proposed by Fernandez et al. [7].

The combination of KGs and ontologies offers a powerful ap-
proach to organizing, representing, and reasoning over complex
data. It enables us to harness the full potential of interconnected
information, unlock hidden insights, and build intelligent systems
that can reason and understand the world in a more sophisticated
way. Despite all these approaches being interesting from a different
perspectives, poor work has been done in trying to combine data
and privacy policies using a well-defined ontology into data decen-
tralization approaches such as Solid. In the next section, a design
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of our proposal is introduced by considering the research already
conducted in this context.

3 DESIGN
The main difference between databases and KGs is the flexibility
while considering strong structure organization based on ontolo-
gies. In a KG it is still possible to represent a relationship between
entities simply by drawing an edge between nodes. The major nov-
elty introduced by our study is the possibility to integrate privacy
policy in a system that collects data. In this way, applications are al-
lowed to collect all data from users depending on the authorization
that users to the requested policies. Analogously, those who want
to read data are able to read only what the users choose to make it
possible to read adopting privacy policies that can be a kind of clas-
sification in reading data. In what follows we will explain the major
components of our system, with a particular focus on the graph
representation and possible interactions with such defined graphs.
One of the major standards in this field for generating graphs is
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) which will be taken
into consideration in the design of our proposal. Moreover, Turtle
and SPARQL offer simple language for encoding and querying an
RDF graph respectively.

The approach defined below can be applied to traditional KGs,
but it is not enough for handling privacy issues. In the next section,
we will explain how to decentralize these graphs by leveraging on
Solid ecosystem.

3.1 Graph Construction
In RDF, each thing is described as a resource that is identified by
a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). Resources must be able to
represent all the concepts and parties of our system; in particular,
a resource can be the representation of:

(1) Users, namely the passive users of the system, which are the
target of the application interested in collecting data related
to the user. Each user has his own properties related to his
information such as name, surname, date of birth, and so on;

(2) Applications, which are responsible for collecting data.
Each application has its own properties;

(3) Privacy Policies, created staring from textual representa-
tion using method defined in [3];

The flexibility of KGs makes it possible to consider other resources
as extensions of these three described: an example could be the
existence of smart devices connected to Applications to represent
which are the sensors used. Moreover, changes in data structure and
in policies can be taken into consideration by drawing new nodes;
in the following section, we will consider an example that includes
data generated by the application as an extension of defined nodes.

3.2 Information Representation
The power of a KG is the possibility to represent concepts and data
using expressions more oriented to the human language rather than
the computational one. The base unit for information representation
in RDF is the statement, which is a triple constituted by: subject,
predicate, and object.

A subject is one of the system resources, in our case one among
Users, Applications, or Privacy Policies. A predicate is the property

of a subject, while the object is the value given to the statement,
which can also be referring to another resource. In particular, an
object refer to another resource each time one of the following
action happens:

(1) Users to Applications - whenever a user accepts the data
collection related to an application;

(2) Applications to Privacy Policies - whenever an application
needs for given policies;

(3) Users to Privacy Policies - whenever the user accepts the
policies;

Some examples can be done by referring to the statement in the
form of <Subject><Predicate><Object> and are depicted in Figure
1:

• <user1><citizenOf><Salerno>
• <user1><hasSex><Male>
• <user1><acceptsPolicy><policy1>
• <trustedApp><appliestTo><policy1>
• <data1><generatedBy><trustedApp>
• <data1><belongToUser><user1>

Figure 1: An example of Knowledge Graph including privacy
policies

As it is possible to see some of them are referred to as Literal,
which is the case of user1 in association with Salerno and Male;
while the others are connected to other resources. In order to sim-
plify the diagram, the URI has been truncated and simplified but in
a realistic scenario, each node is labeled with a URI. The extended
version of this graph can include multiple applications which gener-
ate huge data related to different users. In the case of the adoption
of this graph in a decentralized context, as we will explain in the
next section, the graph is truncated to store only data that belongs
to the related user.
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3.3 Encoding
In order to create a graph able to comply with querying is necessary
to express RDF data in a syntax that can be reusable at the time
of the querying process; one of the major query languages in this
context. Turtle ("Terse RDF Triple Language") is able to comply
with described requirements leveraging on the triple defined from
the RDF structure. Since Turtle is able to serialize only valid graphs,
it is also a useful validator.

It is possible to consider again the statements described in Figure
1 and extend it including data coming from sensors. In Listing
2 a complete example of a smart city that adopts a KG for the
representation of produced data and privacy policies is given.

Listing 2: A complete Turtle Representation
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

↩→ ns#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

↩→ .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix smartcity: <#> .
@prefix app: <#applications/> .
@prefix user: <#users/> .
@prefix sensor: <#sensors/> .

# Privacy Policies
smartcity:policy1 rdf:type smartcity:PrivacyPolicy ;

rdfs:label "Policy 1" ;
smartcity:appliesTo app:trustedApp .

# Applications
app:trustedApp rdf:type smartcity:Application ;

rdfs:label "trustedApp" .

# Users
user:user1 rdf:type smartcity:User ;

rdfs:label "User 1" ;
smartcity:acceptsPolicy smartcity:policy1 .

# Sensor Data
sensor:data1 rdf:type smartcity:SensorData ;

smartcity:generatedBy app:trustedApp ;
smartcity:recordedAt "2023-05-18T10:00:00"^^xsd:

↩→ dateTime ;
smartcity:hasValue "25.4" ;
smartcity:belongsToUser user:user1 .

The Turtle representation of statements can be easily done by
referring to prefixes, notice that the properties defined can be eas-
ily extended to include more details on policies and increase the
granularity of acceptance.

Web Ontology Language (OWL) can be applied to extend the
meaning of the RDF graph; it defines the structure and advanced
relationship between data. Moreover, they can be used for making
data more interoperable between different systems and for automa-
tion tasks.

3.4 Querying
In a traditional database-based system, the interrogation of the data
can be done by adopting a simple query. Nothing changed with
the adoption of KGs, it is still possible to manipulate data in KG
using a query-based approach. A popular language in this context is
SPARQL, which is able to interact with KGs using a syntax similar
to SQL.

Listing 3 depicts a query as a simple interaction with the KG,
which request which is the user who accepted a given privacy
policy.

Listing 3: Retrieve users applying to a policy using SPARQL
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

↩→ ns#>
PREFIX smartcity: <http://example.com/smartcity#>

SELECT ?user
WHERE {
?user rdf:type smartcity:User ;

smartcity:acceptsPolicy smartcity:policy1 .
}

3.5 Discussion
The structure of KGs for representing privacy policies has been
described, it is a simple extension of a traditional KG where nodes
are the policies and edges are the acceptance or rejection of these
policies. Leveraging them is possible to describe all the policies
requested from an application and a user is able to accept only
a part of them. The adoption of them in a high-density context,
where myriads of devices are connected to an increasing number of
applications and policies can be a simplification for municipalities
as well as citizens. A challenge lies in the interoperability and stan-
dardization of KGs across different platforms and entities. In order
to achieve seamless integration and effective privacy enforcement,
there is a need for common data models, ontologies, and standards
for representing privacy policies within KGs. Standardization ef-
forts should be encouraged to promote interoperability and enable
the exchange of privacy-related information across decentralized
systems. To make privacy policies more human-readable it is possi-
ble to build something upon the KGs. JSON-LD (Linked Data) offers
a compact representation of linked information, which could be
leveraged in this context for increase the potential of this privacy
management system. When considering a KG for handling privacy
policies, JSON-LD can play a significant role in structuring and
representing the data within the graph, not only in the creation
phase but also during the evolution of applications.

One of the major principles of GDPR regards the need of taking
humans in the loop in an automated system: JSON-LD can guaran-
tee this by creating connections between the data represented. It
is possible to use the linkability of this technology for informing
users of changes that could happen in policies during their evolu-
tion. Moreover, it is possible to create a direct association between
requests done and defined policies - an application could be able to
perform actions on data referring to policies and logging the usage
of that policies so that the user can be informed of the operations
done on data.
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4 SOLID IMPLEMENTATION
An interesting application of the given design can be found in the
Solid ecosystem. As introduced in the previous section, in order to
protect users’ privacy we need to implement some mechanism for
decentralizing the way in which these graphs are stored (ex. we
want to store application data away from a centralized server). Solid
aims at decentralizing the way in which data produced are stored;
which can be a perfect use case for our proposal. When KGs are
distributed among nodes take the name of Distributed Knowledge
Graphs (DKGs), that is what Solid implements.

4.1 Data Storage
Solid leverages DKGs for representing policy rules as described
in the Listing 1 by defining which are the permission for each
application, enabling in this way a fine-grained access control. Such
relationships are stored in a decentralized and user-centric manner
in a space owned by the users, namely a Solid Pod. The concept of
Solid Pod is to give back to the user the data ownership without
storing on any server these data. In our use case, described in
the previous section and represented by Listing 2, Solid can be
directly applied in order to decentralize sensor data produced by
applications. Using Solid in the context of privacy policies make
them easily implementable in a decentralized way, where the users
are the owner of the data produced by smart city sensors together
with acceptance policies.

4.2 Users Notification
Themotivations for using Solid as an implementationmeans are not
limited to the decentralization offered by this ecosystem but also
to the mechanisms for handling notifications. Braun and Kaefer [1]
proposed support in Solid for Web Push Notifications; namely, the
users are able to receive notifications even when the app is closed.
In such a way, privacy changes can be notified instantly to the users
that can revoke the authorizations if some radical changes happen.
Notifications are an important aspect of Solid also for the access
to data, where the users can be notified each time an application
access data, enhancing the overall auditing.

By integrating Solid and a knowledge graph, it is possible to
establish a decentralized and user-centric approach to privacy pol-
icy management, giving users more control over their data and
enabling applications to make privacy-aware decisions based on
the linked data.

4.3 Policy representation
It is clear that Solid leverages DKGs for handling privacy policies
but some limitations still exist on their representation. In this sub-
section, we will analyze the mechanisms used by Solid together
with a recent metadata language that can be easily built on top of
our solution. Under the umbrella of the Solid project, two specifica-
tions have been considered for the representation of access control
[2]: Web Access Control (WAC) and Access Control Policy (ACP).

WAC is a decentralized cross-domain access control system pro-
viding a way for Linked Data systems to set authorization con-
ditions on HTTP resources using the ACL model. In particular,
authorizations are described using ACL ontology, which leverages

on knowledge graph for representing the access privileges of a
requested resource.

ACP, similarly, is a language for describing, controlling, and
granting access to resources; also in this case ACL ontologies are
used to express such privileges of a requested resource. Following
the definition of Solid protocol, a server must conform to either or
both approaches.

Such solutions are limited to access control and not consent man-
agement, and it also suffers from a poor matching with the GDPR
regulatory requirements, as it is not meant to express the legal bases
to have a lawful treatment or neither specify access restrictions
based on user preferences. To improve this, some research efforts
have been conducted, where the prominent one is described in [6]
using the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [9] and the Data
Privacy Vocabulary (DPV) [13] with the intention to have a proper
representation as an ODRL profile for a GDPR-complaint access
control. DPV’s terms are defined using abstract semantic notions
Concepts and Relations derived from Simple Knowledge Organiza-
tion System (SKOS) concepts and semantic relations respectively.
DPV also provides serialization in accordance with OWL making it
compatible with other existing OWL-based systems. On the same
line, ODRL leverages RDF classes, predicates, and named entities
composing a proper Core Vocabulary.

However, there is still a lack of properly representing GDPR
actors and specific access control policies to data within pods based
on such roles. Referring to GDPR’s Articles 13 and 14 require that
entities processing personal data provide transparent information
on identity, processing purpose, personal data categories, legal
basis, recipients, and so on when they use personal data directly
or indirectly obtained from individuals. The establishment of a
metadata language for Solid (PLASMA) [5] is a promising solution
to deal with these issues and have a lawful data treatment according
to GDPR obligations.

Ourwork can be considered as a basis for describing technologies,
particularly ODRL and DPV, which offer the basis for constructing
a more structured system that considers a good level of granularity.
Finally, considering also PLASMA which aims at solving use-cases
in terms of: What?, Who?, Where?, Why?, When? and How? let the
users be always informed about their consents and how their data
are processed by applications.

5 CONCLUSION
An approach for representing data and privacy policies in KGs has
been proposed considering existing work in this field. This adap-
tive approach is precious in environments where data undergoes
transformations and flows across different platforms, as the privacy
policies can be dynamically applied based on the current context.
Solid offers an important starting point for the decentralization of
users’ data, where the managing of users’ privacy policies can be
done using the proposed architecture. We have planned to evaluate
the proposed approach in terms of scalability and security. Policy
representation is characterized by multiple challenges, where the
creation of well-structured relationships starting from natural lan-
guage description is a complex task. The exploration of ML and NLP
in conjunction with Knowledge Graphs for privacy management
is still at the beginning and has already shown the potential for
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enhancing the automation and efficiency of privacy policy enforce-
ment, enabling more accurate and personalized privacy decisions.
Other research can be done in order to increase the ontologies re-
lated to the policies, where a starting point for their representation
has been done recently in [3] and [6]. Automation in privacy poli-
cies can be a clear starting point, always been a critical task in most
applications due to the limitations imposed by GDPR.
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